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MANDATE & ORGANIZATIONAL HISTORY 

 

 

The National Association of Women and the Law (NAWL), founded in 1974, is a not-for-profit feminist 
organization that promotes the equality rights of women through legal education, research, and law 
reform advocacy.   

We recognize that each woman's experience of inequality is unique due to systemic discrimination related 
to race, class, sexual orientation, disability, age, language, and other factors. In our view, a just and equal 
society is one that values diversity, and is inclusive of it. We are committed to working collectively and in 
coalition with other groups to dismantle barriers to all women's equality. To this end, the general 
objectives of NAWL are to:  

• Achieve equality before and within the legal system  

• Eliminate violence against women  

• Ensure a decent standard of living for all women through legislative reform  

• Guarantee employment and pay equity  

• Remove barriers that limit access to equality for all groups of women 

• Establish a fairer deal for women and children on relationship breakdown  

• Ensure reproductive choice and monitor new reproductive technologies  

NAWL works on its own and in collaboration with other women’s equality-seeking organizations to impact 
law and public policy on a wide range of issues, achieving a number of victories, including:   

• Adoption of sections 15 and 28 in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms   

• Amendments to the Criminal Code regarding sexual assault laws, rape shield legislation and 
criminal harassment legislation  

• Positive changes to family law and to the Divorce Act   

• Advancement of equality rights for lesbians  

In 2006, NAWL was defunded when the federal government removed ‘advocacy,’ ‘equity’ and ‘access to 
justice’ from Status of Women Canada’s (SWC’s) mandate, thereby preventing it from funding feminist 
research and advocacy work.  

In October 2007, NAWL announced that it was forced to lay off staff and shut down its national office. For 
the next ten years, NAWL continued its federal law reform efforts thanks to private charitable fund-raising 
efforts and the unwavering dedication of volunteers.  

In August 2017, NAWL received three year funding from Status of Women Canada to 

implement the project: Rebuilding Feminist Law Reform Capacity: Substantive Equality in the 

Law Making Process, and became operational again. 
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GOVERNANCE, DEMOCRACY & PARTICIPATION 

 

 

NAWL is an incorporated non-profit organization that is governed by a National Steering Committee 
(NSC) made up of a maximum of 12 volunteers. Since its founding in 1974, NAWL has used its unique 
research and educational strategies to raise public awareness about legal issues affecting women.  

NAWL has a nationwide membership of lawyers, law students, academics and other individuals who 
share a commitment to gender equality.    

NAWL briefs and papers have traditionally been developed by working groups, with membership open 
to all. 

 

 

NATIONAL STEERING COMMITTEE 

 

        Lisa Cirillo     Cheryl Milne   

Lorena Fontaine    Malaika Njau 

  Sasha Hart     Julie Shugarman (Treasurer)  

Martha Jackman (Co-Chair)   Zahra Taseer  

Anne Levesque (Co-Chair)    

 

 

NAWL PROJECT STAFF & CONSULTANTS  

 

Project Director     Research  

Suki Beavers     Jennie Abell        Anastasia Berwald 

        Leah Bowes  Zain Dar 
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Project Administration     Translation   

Josée Madéia Cyr-Charlebois   Valérie Leclercq  

Isabel Juergensen    Louise Allard     

Pam Mayhew 

Deborah Widdifield    Website support 

        Autumn Corvus    
        Derek Hogue    
  

 

 

 MESSAGE FROM THE NATIONAL STEERING COMMITTEE 

 

 

2017-18 was an exciting year as the project funding received from Status of Women Canada allowed 

NAWL to become operational again.  The NSC secured an office in a shared space with other progressive 

NGOs in close proximity to Parliament Hill, and by the end of 2017 had hired a Project Director to lead the 

implementation of the 36-month project: Rebuilding Feminist Law Reform Capacity: Substantive Equality 

in the Law Making Process.  The project focus is on: 

“…increasing women’s capacity to meaningfully participate in the law-making process. The 

planned activities will bring stakeholders together to rebuild a national law reform network. The 

network will be used to build the capacity of women’s organizations and enhance engagement in 

law reform advocacy work. This will reinforce partnerships between feminist law reform experts 

including feminist law students, legal academics, lawyers and leaders of women’s organizations. 

Systemic solutions will be shared to engage relevant decision makers including government and 

other law-making bodies, to inform change and achieve equality in the law-making process.” 

As soon as it became operational again, NAWL began making important contributions to building feminist 

law reform capacities in Canada, including by supporting feminist law students.  In the winter of 2018, 

NAWL’s Co-Chair, Professor Martha Jackman, and Project Director Suki Beavers utilized NAWL’s online 

Feminist Law Reform 101 course materials to jointly teach a bilingual Feminist Law Reform course to upper 

year common law students at the University of Ottawa’s Faculty of Law.  The students reported that they 

benefitted from the opportunities to gain practical law reform skills by: observing the work of feminist 

advocates at parliamentary committee meetings, learning from media experts on how to use Access to 

Information and Privacy (ATIP), and meeting with Senators, Members of Parliament, and municipal council 

members.  ln partnership with Informed Opinions and the Shirley Greenberg Chair in Women and the 

Legal Profession at the University of Ottawa, NAWL provided a capacity-building workshop on writing Op-
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Eds, and as a result, almost half of the law students in the Feminist Law Reform class had their Op-Eds 

published in national newspapers.  

ln addition, in March 2018, NAWL organized a workshop on feminist law reform for 30 law students from 

across Canada during the Law Needs Feminism Because national forum. The participants enthusiastically 

confirmed that as a result of exposure to the NAWL project and the online, open-source Feminist Law 

Reform 101 course materials, they had an increased interest in strengthening their feminist law reform 

skills.  

Within weeks of becoming operational again, NAWL began leading major law reform initiatives in 2018.  

Beginning in January 2018, NAWL’s Project Director initiated a collective advocacy initiative to bring 

together a network of organizations to support the attestation that was added to the Canada Summer 

Jobs Program to ensure that these federal grant monies would not be given for jobs or to organizations 

actively working to undermine women’s Charter rights, including reproductive rights, or that refuse to 

attest their respect for the right to be free from discrimination on the basis of sex, religion, race, national 

or ethnic origin, colour, mental or physical disability, sexual orientation or gender identity or gender 

expression.  By the end of January 2018, the Open Letter supporting the attestation added to the Canada 

Summer Jobs Program, jointly drafted by NAWL and Action Canada for Sexual Health and Rights (ACSHR), 

had been endorsed by more than eighty (80) organizations and had received significant national media 

coverage.  In September 2018, NAWL convened a consultation of feminist Charter rights experts and 

activists to develop further the feminist analysis and advocacy centred on the Charter equality rights 

arguments that support this kind of governmental action, designed to ensure that federal grant monies 

are not used to undermine women’s rights in Canada, including the right to abortion.    

In February 2018, NAWL was among the few groups that appeared before the Standing Committee on 

Human Resources, Skills and Social Development and the Status of Persons with Disabilities (HUMA 

Committee), to provide feminist analysis of Bill C-65, An Act to amend the Canada Labour Code 

(harassment and violence), the Parliamentary Employment and Staff Relations Act and the Budget 

implementation Act, 2017, No. 1.  After NAWL’s subsequent appearance on Bill C-65 before the Senate 

Standing Committee on Human Rights in August 2018, the Senate Standing Committee recommended the 

majority of the amendments to C-65 that NAWL had proposed be included. 

When the first official visit to Canada of the UN Special Rapporteur on violence against women: its causes 

and consequences (UN SR VAW), was announced in February 2018, NAWL began preparing to convene 

the only consultations by and for national feminist and equality seeking groups focused on catalyzing 

action and cooperation to advance VAW law reform in Canada.  Because of the previous defunding of 

NAWL and other groups by the Harper government, it had been a very long time since feminist groups 

had been able to convene on this issue.  However, at the NAWL consultations held in April 2018, all the 

participating organizations were able to agree, by consensus, on a series of recommendations a range of 

issues related to VAW law reform.  NAWL submitted the agreed recommendations to the UN SR VAW on 

behalf of the coalition of participating groups, and requested that they be included in the UN SR VAW’s 

report of her official visit to Canada. The agreed VAW law reform recommendations now provide an 

important basis for advocating for change with the federal government.  

The Divorce Act is the only federal law in Canada dealing with family law, and NAWL has a long history of 

engaging with it on behalf of women across the country.  After Bill C-78, An Act to amend the Divorce Act, 

the Family Orders and Agreements Enforcement Assistance Act and the Garnishment, Attachment and 
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Pension Diversion Act and to make consequential amendments to another Act was introduced in May 

2018, NAWL and Luke’s Place Support and Resource Centre for Women, agreed to work together to lead 

the development of a feminist discussion paper and parliamentary brief on Bill C-78, and to build law 

reform capacities and a coalition of feminist lawyers, activists, and service providers that could engage in 

the law reform process initiated to amend the Divorce Act.  The draft discussion paper was circulated to 

interested organizations for feedback.  In July 2018, NAWL and Luke’s Place convened in person 

consultations in Vancouver and Toronto, and are finalizing the joint parliamentary brief that will be 

submitted to the Justice and Human Rights Committee.  The Brief will also be shared with other feminist 

and equality-seeking groups to support their engagement in this law reform process.   

As the news spread that NAWL was operational again, the demands for NAWL’s expertise and requests 

for engagement with decision-makers, feminist activists, service providers, and others increased 

exponentially over 2017-18.  Some examples of the many requests NAWL responded to include: 

✓ In December 2017 NAWL was one of only a small number of feminist groups that appeared before 

the Standing Committee on Legal & Constitutional Affairs on the Divorce Act (5202). 

✓ NAWL coordinated advocacy by many groups on the reinstatement of the Court Challenges 

Program of Canada, including through the development of a follow up letter and participation in 

a meeting with the Minister of Heritage, the Honorable Melanie Joly.  

✓ NAWL joined the core group of organizations planning an Up for Debate initiative to put feminist 

issues in the spotlight of the 2019 Federal Election. 

✓ NAWL participates on the Consultative Committee of the Gender Equality Network that is hosted 

by the Canadian Women's Foundation (CWF), and participated in discussions hosted by the CWF 

on opportunities for collaboration in relation to #MeToo, #TimesUp and What's Next. 

✓ In February 2018, NAWL signed a letter to Minister Monsef calling for the development of a 

National Action Plan VAW.  

✓ NAWL remains a member of the pay equity coalition. 

✓ NAWL participated in the press conference held by the Gun Control Coalition in March 2018, and 

later submitted a parliamentary brief on Bill C-71. 

✓ NAWL joined a range of organizations that signed a letter to Prime Minister Trudeau on 

International Women's Day (March 8th, 2018), calling for the enactment of a national action plan 

on gender-based violence.   

✓ NAWL participated in the consultations convened by the Department of Justice on Delivering 

Legal Advice for Victims of Workplace Sexual Harassment.  

✓ In August 2018, NAWL became a signatory to an open letter urging the Prime Minister to make 

good on his commitment on the right to housing.  

✓ In August 2018, NAWL signed a joint statement on Canada’s support for women’s human rights 

defenders in Saudi Arabia.  

NAWL responded to media requests on a range of issues and in July 2018. NAWL’s Co-Chair Anne 

Levesque was featured prominently in a Canadian Living article; “what you need to know about 

women’s rights in Canada”.  

 

Throughout 2017-18, NAWL made substantive contributions to rebuilding a feminist law reform network, 

increasing feminist law reform capacities, and stimulating collaborative advocacy.  

http://www.canadianliving.com/life-and-relationships/community-and-current-events/article/what-you-need-to-know-about-women-s-rights-in-canada
http://www.canadianliving.com/life-and-relationships/community-and-current-events/article/what-you-need-to-know-about-women-s-rights-in-canada
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CHARITABLE TRUST FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION 

 

NAWL established the NAWL Charitable Trust for Research and Education in 1983 with the purpose of 
promoting and understanding the status and role of women in Canadian society among the general 
public. The Trust prepares and disseminates research and education regarding legal issues in all aspects 
of the social, economic and political life of Canadian women. It assists in the protection of women’s civil 
rights and liberties by charitable means, as well as in the relief of poverty. Unlike NAWL, the Trust is a 
registered charity and all donations are tax creditable.   

The Charitable Trust is composed of six members appointed by NAWL’s National Steering Committee. 
The Trustees are responsible for decisions regarding the allocation of funds.  

 

 

THANK YOU! 

 

 

Without the tireless efforts of NSC members to keep NAWL alive without any government funding, for 
more than a decade, NAWL would not have become operational again in 2017-18.  Special thanks go to 
Julie Shugarman who is leaving the NSC after years of service, for her unfailing commitment and 
immeasurable contributions to NAWL. 

 

THANK YOU TO THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS FOR THEIR INVALUABLE 
SUPPORT: 

Shirley Greenberg 

Shirley E. Greenberg Chair for Women and the L:egal Profession 

NAWL members and donors 

and 

 

Status of Women Canada       


